Hi Client/ Friend
Thank you for expressing interest in the services of our brand.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY/CINEMATOGRAPHY is a Big Deal…..

Wedding photographs are by far the most esteemed treasures of your wedding day. Your spouse is
chosen to last for life, and so too are your wedding images, which serve to daily, remind you of that
monumental step and gradual transition. Wedding photographs are your point of reference in quiet
times, your pride in times of sharing with loved ones and co-workers and your joy as you leaf through

those intimate and beautiful moments, forever sealed in your mind and heart and perfectly documented
in your album or on DVD. Once well captured you are guaranteed to never stop looking at them.

Perfectly exposed, creative and technically precise photographs, which are uniquely tailored to clone
your persona, are the pride of all brides. Grooms love them too…but the brides…oh the brides…. The
character and voice of your wedding story is solely dependent on your choice of Photostoryteller/Brand.
This is not a decision that should be trivialized in anyway. Your chosen Photostoryteller should be fun
loving, full of life, willing to go the extra mile to facilitate the extreme demands of wedding
preparations, patient, practical and most of all is able to ensure that you enjoy your day to the fullest.

In your search for a Photostoryteller, you should never overlook compatibility between your spouse,
yourself and the Photostoryteller and by extension the Photostoryteller's compatibility with others.
Referrals and testimonials can prove to be very helpful.

The most common mistake of couples seeking a photographer is to use cost alone as the principal factor
in hiring. Price is important, but should never over-shadow quality. Simply put the most economical
photographer may not necessarily provide the most desirable results. Professionalism, reliability, quality
and peace of mind have a price attached and its importance should be well noted. No bride wants to be
reminded each time they view their wedding photographs, how poor a decision it was to choose a
photographer because the price sounded unbelievably reasonable. A good estimate is to allocate

between 20-25% of one's wedding budget to photography. The drinks, guests, music and food are
important by all means but sadly it won't be remembered well if the person chosen to freeze the
wedding day beauty ends up melting hearts, dreams and memories. Weddings are never intended to be
repeated. Get it right…
Please see our range of package options below, for your perusal. Naalri's Photoplanet is a fun, creative,
photostorytelling and cinematography service provider. We eagerly await your response.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN PACKAGE….
3 EASY STEPS

1. How many hours of photostorytelling would you require on your wedding day?

Hourly Rate: $1200.00 TT
# of hours ______________
Total __________________

2. Do you want us to provide photostorytelling for your engagement/pre wedding shoot?

1hr Session: $1200.00
2hr Session: $2200.00

Add a Custom Guestbook: $750.00

3. We can tell your story from the start of your dressing session.

Yes____
No____

4. Do you want Photostorybooks/Enlargements/Prints/Frames/Coolness Booth?

Custom Leather Photobook: $2000.00
Photobooks Large: $1500.00
Photobook Medium : $1200.00
Photobooks Small: $750.00
Prints (4 by 6): $3.50 each
Print Enlargements: we have a range of sizes and costs
Frames: we have a range of sizes and costs
Coolness Booth: $950

5. Contact us (1 868 389 8400, 1 868 380 7330) or email (naalriphotos@gmail.com) to determine
availability for your special day and to discuss booking.

Thank you for making it Naalri’s

